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aving a clean and consolidated overview of the
software assets that are in use provides your
organization valuable insights.

THE CHALLENGES
Very often asset data is spread over a large number of systems.
Specialized ITAM inventory scanners are needed, but hard to implement
and not always secure enough. The available inventory tools do not have
the functionalities to cleanse and normalize the data, leading to lots of data
without valuable information.
Missing asset information causes gaps in reporting and results in a huge
amount of manual work.
This all contributes to organizations not meeting compliancy standards and
risking high audit costs.
THE SOLUTION

IT ASSET REPORTING IN BRIEF
 Retrieve raw data
 Cleanse, normalize the data using CARE
solution
 Report the dashboard with drill-down
options

CGI offers a service that combines, reconciles, normalizes and analyses IT
Asset data from multiple systems using CGI’s CARE solution (CGI Asset
Reporting Engine).
This solution enables CGI’s ITAM experts to easily create reports and
recommendations to optimize the customers Asset Management.
THE BENEFITS


The CARE solution will adapt the customer environment. Current
ITAM tooling providers require an adaption of the customer
organization to their tooling.



There is no need to roll out additional scanning / monitoring tools



The CGI CARE solution works with all available data sources and is
able to show any discrepancies in data hygiene



Can be introduced in phases, quickly gain benefits



Easy to adjust reports / dashboard to customer demands
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THE CARE SOLUTION

ABOUT CGI

The CARE Solution (CGI Asset Reporting Engine) uses any possible data
source that is available. The engine cleanses, reconcilisates and
normalizes the data. Our team of experts feed the engine to ensure it is up
to date with the latest products. Via a customizable report, the asset
information is presented.

Founded in 1976, CGI is one of the
largest IT and business consulting
services firms in the world. Operating
in hundreds of locations across the
globe, CGI professionals help clients
to achieve their goals, including
becoming customer-centric digital
organizations. We deliver an end-toend portfolio of capabilities, from
high-end IT and business consulting
to systems integration, outsourcing
services and intellectual property
solutions that help accelerate clients’
results. CGI works with clients around
the world through a unique client
proximity model complemented by a
global delivery center of excellence
network to help clients accelerate
results, transform their organizations
and drive competitive advantage.

This leads to reports such as:

For more information about CGI, visit
cgi.com, or email us at
info.nl@cgi.com.
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